The National Czech & Slovak Museum & Library (NCSML) preserves, presents and transcends unique stories of Czech and Slovak history and culture through innovative experiences and active engagement to reach cross-cultural audiences locally, nationally and internationally. View two featured video tours of current and past exhibits from the national museum.

### “Formed in Fire” Exhibit

Take a virtual tour through the “Formed in Fire: The Joyce Anderson Glass Collection” exhibit at the National Czech & Slovak Museum & Library (NCSML) in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Joyce Anderson has been collecting fine Czech pieces for a lifetime, and the NCSML is the fortunate recipient of many stunning examples of glass and porcelain. The exhibit features exquisite Moser vases, enameled oak leaves and insects and glass jewels. Amphora pottery with arts and crafts motifs will also be on display. Royal Dux porcelain, formed into intricate figures and whimsical animals, is a major element of the collection. Perfume bottles, vanity glass, animal figurines and wine sets round out the exhibit. Visitors will also have the opportunity to see video footage of work at various Czech glass houses, and will gain an understanding of how sand and clay are almost magically manipulated to become works of art.

[Watch Video Tour](#)

### “Celebration! Rituals and Revelry of Life” Exhibit

Take a virtual tour through the “Celebration! Rituals and Revelry of Life” exhibit that used to be on display at the National Czech & Slovak Museum & Library (NCSML) in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

In 2014, working with the National Museum of the Czech Republic in Prague, the NCSML presented an exhibit of more than 200 items that follow a full year of sacred (and whimsical) holidays and traditions.

[Watch Video Tour](#)